INTRODUCTION: A WELCOME
"PROBLEM" The new observing and reduction techniques available to astronomers have led to remarkable changes in the field of double and multiple stars. New classes of companions, such as brown dwarfs and exoplanets, have been discovered. Binaries which previously constituted distinct classes are now observable by multiple techniques (witness, for example, the increasing overlap between the visual and spectroscopic regimes). With many long-baseline optical interferometers operational or planned, with improvements in other techniques (e.g., absorptioncell RV work), and with astrometric space-based missions in various states of planning and funding, the situation is likely to become more complicated. The result is greater understanding for the scientist, but greater challenges for the cataloger!
The "problem" is that purveyors of different techniques use different nomenclature. Visual binaries are given discoverer designations, based on observer's name (e.g., Σ or STF 13, β or BU 96), while spectroscopic binaries are usually identified by their HD number, eclipsing binaries by their variable star designation, occultation binaries by SAO or ZC number, and so on. Binaries analyzed by multiple methods may wind up with multiple designations.
While multiple designations are confusing, a large 1 U.S. Naval Observatory, Washington DC, USA.
cross-reference list (such as SIMBAD) can usually handle these problems. Component confusion is even worse, however, as one person's AB pair may be another's ab or BA or BC or primary/secondary! It is this problem that we wish to address.
ADDRESSING THE PROBLEM
An electronic discussion among an informal working group began in 1999. Over time, these discussions resulted in four suggested schemes:
• KoMa: a hierarchical scheme developed by D.
Kovaleva and O. Malkov. Using a variety of upper/lower case alphabetic, numeric, and Roman numerals, this scheme indicated both hierarchy and type of companion (e.g., stellar, planetary, etc.).
• UC: developed by S. Urban and T. Corbin. This is a numeric-only, backside-expandable scheme similar to that used for library call numbers.
• Sequential: a non-hierarchical scheme developed by L. Dickel and P. Dubois. In this numeric scheme all components are assigned numbers in the order of their discovery, with no heed given to their relationship with other components.
• WMC: the Washington Multiplicity Catalog. This method, while based on the venerable series of upper and lower case letters used in the WDS, extends to multiple levels through use of additional numbers and letters. HARTKOPF & MASON At IAU Symposium 200 the attendees seemed to favor the WMC, with UC a close second. The sequential scheme, while not favored, was sufficiently different from others so that it continued to be discussed.
At IAU-GA XXIV interested parties met to discuss various methods for clearing up the nomenclature ambiguities. As a result of those discussions the WMC was endorsed and the following resolution was 
Recognizing
• the increasing synergy of techniques for the investigation of stellar companions blurring the traditional distinction between astrometric, spectroscopic, and photometric binary and multiple stars;
• the detection of substellar (including planets) as well as stellar components by these techniques and,
• the need for a simple, unambiguous, flexible, and computer friendly designation scheme for components of binary and multiple star systems,
• Noting that future ground and space-based telescope projects have the potential to detect both substellar as well as stellar components in increasingly large numbers,
Recommends that
• a uniform designation scheme, based on expansion of the new WDS system, be developed during the next 3 years to include all types of components and that this be reviewed in time for its adoption to be considered at General Assembly XXV.
Implementation of the scheme was to be as follows:
1. Present a sample of the resulting scheme to Commission 26 at Colloquium 191. This sample was to be in the form of a catalog of all types of binaries found within a particular patch of the sky, complete with component designations based on the new scheme (see Section 6 below).
2. Make any needed modifications based on suggestions from participants, then present this modified scheme to the SOC of IAU-GA XXV SPS 3 (Special Session 3: A New Classification Scheme for Double Stars). 
ROOTS OF THE WMC
The root of the WMC is the Washington Double Star Catalog (WDS). The WDS, maintained at the United States Naval Observatory (USNO), is the principal database of astrometric double and multiple star data for the astronomical community. It contains (as of February 2003) nearly 600,000 mean positions for ∼100,000 pairs, and is updated nightly. The USNO double-star program also maintains catalogs of differential magnitudes, visual orbital elements, and interferometric and other high-resolution observations.
While the WDS is a complete listing of all resolved systems (i.e., visual and interferometric doubles), many components are detected but not resolved. These include:
• spectroscopic doubles (single-or double-lined), • photometric or eclipsing binaries, • astrometric doubles, • lunar occultation doubles, • other doubles, and • planets and other substellar objects.
However, the WDS nomenclature rules (with slight modification) can accommodate all types of double stars.
THE WDS AND HIERARCHY
The WDS is system-based rather than objectbased, as it contains relative measures between components of a given system. In an object-based scheme, a group of N objects yields N entries, but in a system-based scheme, N objects can yield up to
entries. The WDS may also contain measures between photocenters, and multiple systems may become quite complex as N increases. However, the WDS lists only pairings actually measured, and the observer's common sense usually implies the system hierarchy.
Generally, orbital period and/or separation are used to assign the hierarchical structure. The 3:1 ratio of semi-major axes determined by R.S. Harrington in his work on hierarchical multiples is generally followed, although separations > 1 are usually given upper-case letters. This 3:1 ratio assumes physicality. However, most visual doubles do not have enough measures to determine whether motion is Keplerian or rectilinear. In general, then, all hierarchies in the WMC are apparent rather than absolute. It is assumed that all double stars within some small separation are of interest (if only as a warning of possible image blending), so are retained in the WDS and WMC even if shown to be optical.
RULES OF COMPONENT DESIGNATION
The WDS at present extends nomenclature to second level hierarchies. The WMC will extend this nomenclature to cover more complex systems, however, as follows:
Level 1: capital letters (e.g., STF1523 AB) Level 2: lower case letters (e.g., FIN 347 Aa,Ab) Level 3: numbers (e.g., BNK 1 Ab1,Ab2)
Higher levels will alternate lower case letters and numbers (no examples of higher levels have yet been found, however).
A comma will be used as the delimiter between components in a system, with the full component identifier before and after the comma (e.g., Aa,Ab). The only exceptions: if only two characters are provided the delimiter is assumed (e.g., WAK 8CD = WAK 8C,D).
While the WMC will strive to maintain hierarchies in the assignment of letter and/or number, this is not always possible, given our often very limited knowledge. Also, if a subsystem is found that cannot be assigned unequivocally to a higher order component, a tentative best guess assignment will be given and a note added to the catalog. Figure 1 illustrates a (fictitious) system, growing increasingly complex as new components are discovered.
THE SAMPLE WMC
The 11 h -11 h 30 m band of RA was selected for the sample WMC. As well as being historically compelling (containing ξ UMa), it includes a variety of component types:
• astrometric binaries, • X-ray binaries, cataclysmic variables, and related objects, • eclipsing binaries, • occultation binaries, • spectroscopic binaries (SB1 + SB2), • spectrum binaries, • interferometric binaries, • visual binaries, and In addition to the WDS and other USNO double star catalogs mentioned earlier, sources of multiplicity tapped thus far for the sample WMC include:
• Information on other prospective sources is needed and welcome. These techniques contribute to the sample WMC in the following percentages:
95.8% visual binaries and optical pairs 50.6% interferometric binaries and optical pairs 1.7% spectroscopic binaries 1.4% cataclysmic variables or related objects 1.0% occultation binaries 0.3% astrometric binaries 0.2% eclipsing binaries 0.2% X-ray binaries 0.1% spectrum binaries 0.1% planets Since the techniques are complementary, the sum is >100%. It should be noted that this breakdown is biased significantly by selection effects. For example, while visual binaries may be discovered (and cataloged) after a single observation, data on spectroscopic pairs are often not published until the full orbit has been characterized.
COORDINATE MATCHING
System matches are based on the arcsecondprecise coordinates of the primary stars in each individual pair. The most time-consuming aspect of the WMC construction (by far!) was the improvement of the arcminute-precise coordinates found in the WDS. Some 80% of the 1,645 different primaries in the sample region were matched to Hipparcos or Tycho-2 objects. An additional 19% matched to GSC2, USNO A2, 2MASS, etc. via individual inspection using AL-ADIN. There remain 1.3% (21 pairs) which still have coordinates of only arcminute accuracy. Nearly all of these are older, unconfirmed, visual doubles (including some very wide common proper motion pairs and some with suspect coordinates).
Following coordinate matching we found a total of 1,465 systems in this slice of the sky. These may be broken down as follows:
1,336 (91%) simple binaries 80 (5.5%) non-hierarchical triples 16 (1.1%) non-hierarchical systems, >3 components 25 (1.7%) hierarchical triples 8 (0.5%) hierarchical systems, >3 components 8. THE CATALOG A sample page from the catalog is shown in Figure  2 , and an explanation of the columns follows. (Note:
In the explanation for columns 3 and 4, the names in parentheses indicate the usual order of preference for that column.). 
EXAMPLES FROM THE SAMPLE WMC
A few systems from the portion of the sample WMC shown in Figure 2 are noted below. These illustrate some of the features of the WMC, as well as some of the difficulties to be encountered in creating the full catalog.
1100004+413608, 1100006-285044, etc.: These simple doubles, whether of visual, astrometric, spectroscopic, or other discovery origin, are by far the most common entries in the WMC.
1059280+402549 and 1113063-421643: These two triples are treated in the same manner, even though one consists of three stars and the other a star and its two planets. In both cases, the apparent separations of the AB and AC pairs are comparable, so all components are considered to be at the same hierarchy.
1101493+295217: This is an example of a simple hierarchical triple. - 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1108028-774227:
This is the only system in the sample WMC showing all three levels of hierarchy.
1129041+392013: All components of this system (apparently a small cluster) are wide, so no hierarchical structure was assigned, despite the wide range in separation.
1118109+313145:
The ξ UMa system is another complicated multiple. The A component is aspectroscopic binary; the B component has also been split spectroscopically (with separation estimated as 0.33 milliarcseconds). There is also a component of B resolved by speckle interferometry. Based on the separations, one would ordinarily assign the speckle pair the second level of hierarchy (e.g., Ba,Bb) and assume one of those components was split spectroscopically (e.g., Ba1,Ba2). However, we are familiar with the speckle pair and suspect the resolution may be spurious, as it has never been confirmed. We're thus reluctant to assign a different hierarchy to the very close pair.
1115073-611539:
This is another apparent small cluster. Since the component we call A was later resolved into four stars, we assigned those stars to a second apparent hierarchical level.
W. Hartkopf and B. Mason: Department of Astrometry, U.S. Naval Observatory, 3450 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20392-5420, USA (wih@usno.navy.mil,bdm@usno.navy.mil).
HELP!
Your suggestions and opinions are needed, be they on format, information to add or delete, etc.). See the WMC web site (linked from the WDS web site: ttp://ad.usno.navy.mil/wds/wds.tml).
One question to ponder: Should old component designations be changed to the new scheme or should they remain as they are? On the one hand, some of these older designations may have been in the literature for many years, and changing them could lead to confusion. On the other hand, some designations (such as those for systems given different designations by different techniques) will have to change. Others have argued that consistency in new designations will lead to less confusion in the future. (One comment heard: "The future is longer than the past!") Your data are needed (for the WDS, visual and spectroscopic orbit catalogs, etc., as well as the WMC). Send comments, etc. to wih@usno.navy.mil or bdm@usno.navy.mil. Comments and questions regarding the WMC will be posted as deemed appropriate.
DISCUSSION
Zwitter -Any system in future should allow for dynamical changes. GAIA is bound to discover huge numbers of systems, and their physical status will be sometimes quite provisional, at least during the data collection phase. Can't we favor a system of one designation per star, with their membership in binary or multiple systems being marked by pointers that may change with time?
Hartkopf -I can't, off the top of my head, think of a good way to implement such a scheme. One aspect of a catalogue of this nature which must be taken into consideration is that it must aid the astronomer in visualizing the system under investigation, especially such systems as a complex hierarchical multiple. A set of several (10 or 12-digit) numbers would make that very difficult, in my opinion.
Griffin -Are intending to 'correct' presently entrenched nomenclature where it conflicts with the new system? For example, in ζ Cancri there is a close pair called A and B, and a distant component C, and they have been know as such for 150 years. Will you reverse the identities of B and C, confusing everyone who is already conversant with the object, or leave them the same, confusing posterity?
Hartkopf -I am of two minds about this problem. We want the catalog to be as correct as possible, yet want to minimize confusion with information already in the literature. Perhaps it is best to keep the old designations but describe the hierarchy we believe to be correct in detailed notes.
Griffin -Please could I make another remark? I'd like to say how troublesome it is to have double stars identified only by 'discoverer designations -spectroscopists who might well like to look at some of the objects have a hard time finding what the objects actually are. If people would use HD numbers it would be much easier. I do not see the point of constantly re-naming perfectly well-known stars anyway -that is one of the few points on which I find myself in agreement with Luyten. For example the SAO is only a derivative catalogue and there was no reason for it to re-name all the stars in it; and then Hipparcos not only assigned its own numbers to all the stars it observed notwithstanding the fact that they all already had catalogue identifications, but then the WDS gave ADDITONAL 'Hipparcos' numbers to all the new double stars it found! Spectroscopists like me feel ill used when we discover spectroscopic binaries, determine their orbits, see that they would be of interest to interferometric observers, point them out to you, and you observe them and then assign them YOUR discovery numbers! Hartkopf -I have of course heard your opinion of discoverer designations before, Roger. However, Brian and I specifically wanted to avoid making the WMC look just like the WDS. The priority for names in the first name column is, I believe, variable star designations, HD, DM, and only when there aren't other possibilities are DDs listed. You'll see that the only DD's (indicated by a "**", like in SIMBAD) are for quite faint stars.
As for the whole idea of discoverer designations, I don't feel it necessary for me to defend a naming convention which dates back some two centuries. One might also turn your question back at you and ask why you use designations named after Henry Draper when there are perfectly good Durchmusterung designations which predate that catalog by many years?* Mathieu -Open cluster spectroscopic binary populations will need arcsecond designations to distinguish different binaries.
Hartkopf -OK. I think arcsecond designations will also be necessary to accommodate the large numbers of new binaries expected in future surveys.
Tokovinin -Do you foresee to put combinations of observing techniques, e.g., V+S+A?
Hartkopf -Yes, I do have those in the sample catalog. None happened to be on the page captured for the example, however.
Tokovinin -How do you deal with optical doubles? Shall you put a flag when it is known that a component is physical or optical?
Hartkopf -Optical doubles will be included in the catalog. I think it would be a good idea to flag systems we know definitely are physical (for example, those showing definite orbital motion), common proper motion
